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We onsider the problem of determining the parameters for high-T super ondu ting opper oxides. Various
approa hes, the ab initio LDA and LDA + U al ulations and the generalized tight-binding (GTB) method for
strongly orrelated ele tron systems, are used to al ulate hopping and ex hange parameters of the ee tive
singlettriplet model for the CuO2 layer. The resulting parameters are in remarkably good agreement with ea h
other and with parameters extra ted from experiment. This set of parameters is proposed for proper quantitative
des ription of physi s of hole-doped high-T uprates in the framework of ee tive models.

PACS: 74.72.h, 74.20.z, 74.25.Jb, 31.15.Ar

1. INTRODUCTION

High-T super ondu ting uprates (HTSC) belong
to the lass of substan es where strong ele tron orrelations are important. This ir umstan e and also
the fa t that these substan es have nontrivial phase
diagrams (see, e.g., reviews [1℄) ompli ate the des ription of HTSC in the framework of rst-prin iple (ab
initio) methods, espe ially in the low doping region.
Therefore, the most adequate method of theoreti al investigations of HTSC is urrently the model approa h.
Ee tive models of HTSC (e.g., the tJ model) usually ontain free parameters that ould be tted to experimental data ( omparison of the al ulated and experimental Fermi surfa es, dispersion urves, et .), but
the question on erning orre tness of these parameters arises in the model approa h. One of the possible ways to answer this question is to obtain relations
between parameters of some ee tive model and miros opi parameters of the underlying rystal stru ture. The underlying rystal stru ture of HTSC an
be des ribed either by the 3-band Emery model [2, 3℄
* E-mail: mkoriph.krasn.ru

or by the multiband pd model [4℄. One an ompare
the parameters in these models with the parameters
obtained by very dierent approa h, e.g., with ab initio al ulated parameters. This does not mean that
the ab initio band stru ture is orre t. Due to strong
ele tron orrelations, it is ertainly in orre t in the low
doping region, where these orrelations are most signifi ant. Nevertheless, the single ele tron parameters are
of interest and may be ompared with the appropriate parameters obtained by tting to the experimental
ARPES data.
In the present paper, we obtain relations between
mi ros opi parameters of the multiband pd model
and parameters of the ee tive singlettriplet tJ
model for hole-doped HTSC. We then ompare these
parameters and the tJ model parameters obtained in
the ab initio al ulations. In Se . 2, the details of ab
initio al ulations within the density fun tional theory
are presented. In Se . 3, the ee tive singlettriplet
model is formulated as the low-energy Hamiltonian for
the multiband pd model with the generalized tightbinding (GTB) method applied. In both methods, the
parent insulating ompound La2 CuO4 is investigated.
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The parameters are obtained at zero doping, be ause
within the GTB method, the evolution of the band
stru ture with doping is des ribed only by hanges in
the o upation numbers of zero-hole, single-hole, and
two-hole lo al terms, while all the parameters are tted in the undoped ase and are therefore xed for all
doping levels. The resulting parameters of both approa hes (GTB and ab initio) are in very good qualitative and quantitative agreement with ea h other and
with the parameters extra ted from experiment. Also,
these parameters are in reasonable agreement with the
tJ model parameters used in the literature. We onlude that the obtained set of model parameters should
be used in ee tive models for proper quantitative des ription of HTSC in the whole doping region.
2.
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AB INITIO CALCULATION OF
PARAMETERS

The band stru ture of La2 CuO4 was obtained in the
framework of the linear mun-tin orbital method [5℄ in
the tight-binding approa h [6℄ (TB-LMTO) within the
lo al density approximation (LDA). The rystal stru ture data [7℄ orresponds to tetragonal La2 CuO4 . The
ee tive hopping parameters t were al ulated by the
least square t pro edure to the bands obtained in the
LDA al ulation [8℄. The ee tive ex hange intera tion parameters J were al ulated using the formula
derived in [9℄, where the Green's fun tion method was
used to al ulate J as the se ond derivative of the
ground state energy with respe t to the magneti moment rotation angle via eigenvalues and eigenfun tions
obtained in the LDA + U al ulation [10℄. The LDA
+ U approa h allows obtaining the experimental antiferromagneti insulating ground state for the undoped
uprate: in ontrast, the LDA approa h gives a nonmagneti metalli ground state [10℄. The Coulomb parameters U = 10 eV and J = 1 eV used in the LDA
+ U al ulation were obtained in onstrained LSDA
super ell al ulations [11℄.

3. GTB METHOD AND FORMULATION OF
THE EFFECTIVE SINGLETTRIPLET
MODEL

The tJ [12℄ and Hubbard [13℄ models are widely
used to investigate HTSC ompounds. In using these
models, one an in prin iple des ribe qualitatively essential physi s. The parameters in these models (i.e.,
the hopping integral t, antieromagneti ex hange J ,

and Hubbard repulsion U ) are typi ally extra ted from
experimental data. Therefore, these parameters do not
have a dire t mi ros opi al meaning. A more systemati approa h is to write the multiband Hamiltonian
for the real rystal stru ture (whi h now in ludes parameters of this real stru ture) and map this Hamiltonian onto some low-energy model (like the tJ model).
In this ase, parameters of the real stru ture ould be
taken from the ab initio al ulations or tted to experimental data.
It is onvenient to use the 3-band Emery pd model
[2, 3℄ or the multiband pd model [4℄ as the starting model that properly des ribes rystal stru ture of
the uprates. The set of mi ros opi parameters for
the rst model was al ulated in [14, 15℄. While this
model is simplier than the multiband pd model, it
la ks some signi ant features, namely the importan e
of dz2 orbitals on opper and pz orbitals on api al oxygen. Nonzero o upan y of dz2 orbitals was pointed
out in XAS and EELS experiments, whi h show 210 %
o upan y of dz2 orbitals [16, 17℄ and 15 % doping-dependent o upan y of pz orbitals [18℄ in all HTSC of
the p-type (hole doped). In order to take these fa ts
into a ount, the multiband pd model should be used,
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where f is the annihilation operator in the Wannier
representation of the hole at site f ( opper or oxygen)
at orbital  with spin  , and nf = +
f f . The
indi es  run through dx2 y2  dx and d3z2 r2  dz
orbitals on opper, px and py atomi orbitals on plane
oxygen sites, and pz orbital on api al oxygen;  is the
0 insingle-ele tron energy of the atomi orbital ; Tfg
ludes hopping matrix elements between opper
p and
oxygen (tpd for hopping dx $ px ; py ; tpd = 3 for
dz $ px ; py ; t0pd for dz $ pz ) and between oxygen
and oxygen (tpp for hopping px $ py ; t0pp for hop0
ping px ; py $ pz ). The Coulomb matrix elements Vfg
in lude intra-atomi Hubbard repulsions of two holes
with opposite spins on one opper and oxygen orbital
(Ud , Up ), between dierent orbitals of opper and oxygen (Vd , Vp ), the Hund ex hange on opper and oxygen (Jd , Jp ), and the nearest-neighbor opperoxygen
Coulomb repulsion Vpd .
The GTB method [19℄ onsists in exa t diagonalization of the intra ell part of pd Hamiltonian (1)
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The GTB method dispersion (doping on entration x
) of the top of the valen e band and the
bottom of the ondu tion band divided by the insulating gap. Horizontal dashed lines mark the in-gap states
whose spe tral weight is proportional to x. Points
with error bars represent experimental ARPES data for
Sr2 CuO2 Cl2 [22℄
Fig. 1.
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and perturbative a ount for the inter ell part. For
La2 x Srx CuO4 , the unit ell is the CuO6 luster, and
the problem of nonorthogonality of the mole ular orbitals of adja ent ells is solved expli itly, by onstru ting the relevant Wannier fun tions on a ve-orbital initial basis of atomi states [20, 21℄. In the new symmetri basis, the intra ell part of the total Hamiltonian
is diagonalized, allowing one to lassify all possible effe tive quasiparti le ex itations in the CuO2 -plane a ording to symmetry.
Cal ulations [20, 21℄ of the quasiparti le dispersion
and spe tral intensities in the framework of the multiband pd model with use of the GTB method are in
very good agreement with the ARPES data on insulating ompound Sr2 CuO2 Cl2 [22, 23℄ (see Fig. 1).
Other signi ant results of this method are as follows [24, 25℄.
i) Pinning of the Fermi level in La2 x Srx CuO4 at
low on entrations was obtained in agreement with experiments [27, 26℄. This pinning appears due to the
in-gap state; the spe tral weight of this state is proportional to the doping on entration x, and when
the Fermi level omes to this in-gap band, it sta ks
there. In Fig. 2, the doping dependen e of the hemi al
potential shift  for n-type high-T Nd2 x Srx CuO4

NCCO

Fig. 2. Dependen e of the hemi al potential shift

on the doping on entration x for Nd2 x Srx CuO4 and
La2 x Srx CuO4 . Straight lines are results of the GTB
al ulations, lled ir les with error bars are experimental points [26℄

(NCCO) and p-type high-T La2 x Srx CuO4 (LSCO) is
shown. The lo alized in-gap state also exists in NCCO
for the same reason as in LSCO, but its energy is determined by the extremum of the band at the point
(=2; =2) and appears to be above the bottom of the
ondu tivity band. Therefore, the rst doped ele tron
goes into the band state at (; 0) and the hemi al potential merges into the band for a very small on entration. At higher x, it meets the in-gap state with pinning
at 0:08 < x < 0:18 and then  again moves into the
band. The dependen e (x) for NCCO is quite asymmetri to the LSCO and also agrees with experimental
data [26℄.
ii) The experimentally observed [28℄ evolution of the
Fermi surfa e with doping from the hole type ( entered
at (;  )) in the underdoped region to the ele tron type
( entered at (0; 0)) in the overdoped region is qualitatively reprodu ed in this method.
iii) The pseudogap feature for La2 x Srx CuO4 is obtained as a lowering of the density of states between the
in-gap state and the states at the top of the valen e
band.
The above results were obtained with the following
set of the mi ros opi parameters:
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Thus, for the multiband pd model (1) in the ase of
ele tron doping (n-type systems), we obtain the usual
tJ model,

+
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where Sf are spin operators and nf are the parti le

2



number operators. The term Jfg = 2 t0fgS =E t is
the ex hange integral and E t is the energy of the harge-transfer gap (similar to U in the Hubbard model,
E t  2 eV for uprates). The hemi al potential  is
in luded in "1 .
For p-type systems, the ee tive Hamiltonian has
the form of a singlettriplet tJ model [31℄,
H

= H 0 + Ht +

X

hf;gi



Jfg
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1 nf ng  ;
4

(5)

where H0 (the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian)
and Ht (the kineti part of H ) are given by
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The supers ripts of hopping integrals (0,S ,T ) orre-

spond to ex itations that are a ompanied by hopping
from
f to g , i.e., the Hamiltonian involves the terms
P site
M N
tMN
fg Xf Xg . The relation between these ee -

hf;gi;

tive hoppings and mi ros opi parameters of the multiband pd model is as follows:

= 2tpdfg 2uv 2tpp fg v2 ;
2
tSS
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~i() gives the equation
ishing of the term linear inh in H
for the matrix S^, H1 + i H0 ; S^ = 0. The ee tive
Hamiltonian is obtained in the se ond order in ; at
 = 1, it is given by
~ = H0 + 1 i
2

X

(2)

As the next step, we formulate the ee tive model.
The simplest way to do this is to ompletely negle t
the ontribution of the two-parti le triplet state 3 B1g .
Then there is only one low-energy two-parti le state 
the Zhang-Ri e-type singlet 1 A1g , and the ee tive
model is the usual tJ model. But in the multiband
pd model, the dieren e T S between the energies
of the two-parti le singlet and the two-parti le triplet
depends strongly on various model parameters, parti ularly on the distan e of api al oxygen from planar
oxygen, the energy of api al oxygen, the dieren e between the d3z2 r2 - and dx2 y2 -orbital energies. For realisti values of the model parameters, "T "S is lose
to 0:5 eV [21, 32℄, in ontrast to the 3-band model,
where this value is about 2 eV (this ase was onsidered in [29, 30℄). To take the triplet states into a ount,
we derive the ee tive Hamiltonian for the multiband
pd model by ex lusion of the intersubband hopping
between lower (LHB) and upper (UHB) Hubbard subbands, similarly to [12℄.
The Hubbard X -operator Xfp q  jpihq j on site f
represents a natural language to des ribe strongly orrelated ele tron systems, and we therefore use these
operators in the rest of the paper. The X -operators
are onstru ted in the Hilbert spa e that onsists
of the va uum nh = 0 state j0i, the single-hole
ji = fj "i; j #ig state of b1g symmetry, the two-hole
singlet state jS i of 1 A1g symmetry, and the two-hole
triplet state jT M i (where M = +1; 0; 1) of 3 B1g symmetry.
We write the Hamiltonian as H = H0 + H1 ,
where the ex itations via the harge transfer gap E t
are in luded in H1 . We then dene the operator
H () = H0 + H1 and
the unitary
 perform

 transfor~
^
^
mation H () = exp iS H () exp iS . The van-

H

=

p a;

(6)

The fa tors ,  , ,  ,  are the oe ients of the Wannier transformation performed in the GTB method and
u, v , a , b , z , p are the matrix elements of the annihilation and reation operators in the Hubbard X -operator representation.
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Parameters of the ee tive singlettriplet model for p-type uprates obtained in the framework of the GTB
method (all values in eV)



t00


tSS


(0,1)
(1,1)
(0,2)
(2,1)

0.373
0.002
0.050
0.007

0.587

t0S

0:050

0:479

tT T

tST


J

0.034

0:068
0:006

0.015

0.156
0
0.033
0.001

0.115
0.0001
0.0023
0

0.015

0.090
0.001

The resulting Hamiltonian (5) is the generalization
of the tJ model to a ount for the two-parti le triplet
state. A signi ant feature of the ee tive singlet
triplet model is the asymmetry of n- and p-type systems, whi h is known experimentally. We an therefore on lude that for n-type systems, the usual tJ
model is appli able, while for p-type super ondu tors
with ompli ated stru ture at the top of the valen e
band, the singlettriplet transitions play an important
role.
Using the set of mi ros opi parameters (2) in Table 1, we present numeri al values of the hopping and
ex hange parameters al ulated in a ordan e with (6).

4. COMPARISON OF PARAMETERS

The resulting parameters from ab initio [8℄ and
GTB al ulations are presented in Table 2. Here, 
is the onne ting ve tor between two opper enters, t
is the hopping parameter (equal to tSS
 , see (5) and (6),
in the ee tive singlettriplet model), and J is the antiferromagneti ex hange integral.
As one an see, despite slight dieren es, the parameters in both methods are very lose and show simComparison of ab initio parameters [8℄
and parameters obtained in the framework of the GTB
method (all values in eV)

Table 2.

GTB method

ab initio



t

J

t

J

(0,1)
(1,1)
(0,2)
(2,1)

0.486

0.109
0.016
0
0

0.587

0.115
0.0001
0.0023
0

0:086
0:006
0

0:050

0.090
0.001

0:011
0:004

ilar dependen e on distan e. It is worth mentioning
that both methods give disproportionality between t
and J . In the usual tJ model, the proportionality
J = 2t2 =U o urs as soon as this tJ model is obtained
from the Hubbard model with the Hubbard repulsion
U . In the singlettriplet model, the intersubband hopping t0S that determines the value of J is dierent
from the intrasubband hopping tSS
 that determines t .
This leads to a more ompli ated relation between t
and J .
In the framework of the LDA band stru ture of
YBa2 CuO7+x and within the orbital proje tion approa h, it was shown [33℄ that the 1-band Hamiltonian redu ed from the eight-band Hamiltonian should
in lude not only the nearest-neighbor hopping terms
(t), but also se ond (t0 ) and third (t00 ) nearest-neighbor
hoppings. In the GTB method, the dependen e of the
hoppings t on distan e automati ally results from the
distan e dependen e of the oe ients of the Wannier
transformation performed in this method (see Eq. (6)).
To show the orresponden e between the results of different authors, we ompare our parameters and the parameters widely used by dierent groups in Table 3.
The parameters extra ted from experimental data
are listed in olumns IVI of Table 3. The LDA alulated parameters are presented in olumns VII and
VIII. Our results for hoppings agree best with olumns
III, VII, and VIII. This similarity is not surprising. In
the LDA al ulations, the bandwidth of strongly orrelated ele tron systems is usually overestimated beause the strong Coulomb repulsion of ele trons is not
taken into a ount properly. But it is well known that
the Fermi surfa e obtained by this method is in very
good agreement with experiments. The main ontribution to the shape of the Fermi surfa e omes from
kineti energy of the ele trons (hopping parameters),
and therefore the values of hoppings should be properly estimated by the LDA al ulations ( olumns VII,
VIII). In [37, 38℄ ( olumn III), the parameters were
obtained by tting the LSCO tight-binding Fermi sur646
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Table 3.

0a

0b

Comparison of the al ulated parameters and parameters used in the literature

IV
V
VI
VIId VIIId IXe
Bi2212
LSCO LSCO LSCO LSCO LSCO
YBCO SCOC YBCO LSCO LSCO
SCOC
quantity here here [34℄ [35, 36℄ [37, 38℄ [37, 38, 39℄ [40℄
[41℄
[33℄
[42℄ [43℄
t, eV
t0 =t
t00 =t
J , eV
J=jtj

I

II

III

0.587 0.486 0.416

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.40

0.40

0.154 0.012
0.115 0.109 0.125
0.196 0.224 0.300

0.15
0.14
0.40

0.08
0.14
0.40

0.23
0.14
0.40

0.17
0.43

0.12
0.30

0:085 0:18 0:350 0:20

0:12

0:34

0.349

Xe
YBCO
[43℄

0.43

0:42 0:35 0:028 0:17
0:25 0.25 0.178

0.126 0.125, 0.150

a GTB method parameters,
b ab initio parameters obtained
d
e

in the present paper,
parameters obtained by tting to experimental data,
ab initio parameters,
parameters obtained from two-magnon Raman s attering.

fa e to the experimental one. This pro edure should
give the same values as the LDA al ulation and, as
one an see, it does. By the same te hnique, the parameters for Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8+x (Bi2212, olumn IV)
were obtained [37, 38℄. These parameters are dierent
from those in the LSCO ase and in the present paper;
the most straightforward explanation is a more ompli ated stru ture of the Fermi surfa e of Bi2212 ompound. In the present paper, single-layer (LSCO-like)
ompounds are onsidered and the ee ts of multiple
CuO2 -planes (i.e., bilayer splitting) are negle ted. The
dieren e between our hoppings and hoppings in olumn V appears due to the same reason (in Ref. [40℄, the
YBa2 Cu3 O6 insulating ompound was investigated).
In the last two olumns of Table 3, the antiferromagneti ex hange parameters J obtained from the
two-magnon Raman s attering analysis by momentum
expansion (LSCO, olumn IX) and spin-wave theory
(YBCO, olumn X) are presented (for details, see review [43℄ and referen es therein). Our values of J
( olumn 0) are in good agreement with the values extra ted from experiments and similar to those listed in
olumns IVI.
In [44℄, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian on the square
latti e with plaquette ring ex hange was investigated.
The tted ex hange intera tions J = 0:151 eV,
J 0 = J 00 = 0:025J give the values for the spin stiness
and the Neel temperature in ex ellent agreement with
experimental data for insulating ompound La2 CuO4 .
In the GTB al ulations, J = 0:115 eV, J 0 = 0:0009J ,
and J 00 = 0:034J . The values of J are lose to ea h

other, but dierent. This dieren e ould be explained
by the fa t that authors of [44℄ used the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian and in lusion of the hopping term should
renormalize the presented ex hange intera tion values.
Agreement between J 00 in the GTB al ulations and in
Ref. [44℄ is good but the values of J 0 are ompletely
dierent. The last issue ould be attributed to oversimpli ation of al ulations in [44℄, where the authors
put J 0 = J 00 by hand to restri t the number of tting
parameters.
We now dis uss the dieren e between our parameters and the parameters in olumns I, II, VI, and olumn IV (SCOC). The hoppings in the papers ited
above were obtained by tting the tt0 t00 J model dispersion to the experimental ARPES spe tra [22, 39℄ for
insulating Sr2 CuO2 Cl2 . We laim that the dis repan y
between the GTB method results and the tt0 t00 J
model results stems from the absen e of singlettriplet
hybridization in the latter model. This statement an
be proved by omparing the dispersion in the bare
tt0 J model (4) and in the singlettriplet tt0 J model
(5). The paramagneti nonsuper ondu ting phase was
investigated in the Hubbard-I approximation in both
the singlettriplet and t t0 J models. The results
for optimal doping (with the on entration of holes
x = 0:15) are presented in Fig. 3.
There is a strong mixture of singlet and triplet
bands along the (0; 0) (;  ) and (; 0) (0; 0) dire tions due to the tST matrix element (see (6)) in both
paramagneti (Fig. 3) and antiferromagneti phases
(Fig. 1). It is exa tly the admixture of the triplet states
647
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5. CONCLUSION
0

Energy, eV

−0.5
−1.0
−1.5
−2.0
−2.5
(0, 0)

(π, π)

(π, 0)

(0, 0) (π, 0)

(0, π)
k

Dispersion urves on top of the valen e band
for the ee tive singlettriplet model (singlet subband
is shown with the solid line, triplet subbands with dotted lines) and the tt0 J model (the dash-dotted line)
at the optimal doping x
: ; the dashed line represents the self- onsistently obtained hemi al potential

Fig. 3.

= 0 15


that determines oin iden e of the dispersion in our approa h and the ARPES data in the undoped SCOC at
the energies 0.30.4 eV below the top of the valen e
band, where the tt0 J model [34℄ fails and the tt0 t00 
J model involves the additional parameter t00 [35, 37℄.
In our approa h, this parameter is not as ne essary as
in the bare tt0 J model, be ause the singlettriplet
hybridization is in luded expli itly.
In Ref. [45℄, the tt0 t00 J model was also used to
des ribe the dispersion of insulating Sr2 CuO2 Cl2 , with
the same set of parameters as in Refs. [37, 38℄. But the
authors of Ref. [45℄ used a totally dierent denition of
hopping parameters: in their paper, the t0 term stands
for hopping between two nearest-neighbor oxygens and
the t00 term stands for the hopping between two oxygens
on the two sides of Cu. Su h a denition is ompletely
dierent from that used in other ited papers, where
t, t0 , t00 terms stands for hoppings between plaquettes
entered on opper sides, and we annot therefore make
omparison with their results.
The analysis of the data in Table 3 gives the following ranges for dierent parameters: 0:350  0:587 eV
for t, 0:420  0:028 for t0 =t, 0:012  0:250 for
t00 =t with the ex eption of the value in Ref. [40℄, and
0:1150:150 eV for J . In general, we see a lose similarity in the rst-neighbor hopping t and the intera tion
J for the dierent methods and materials, and more
dis repan y in subtle parameters as su h t0 and t00 .

One of the signi ant results in this paper is
the relation (6) between mi ros opi parameters and
parameters of the ee tive singlettriplet model. The
ee tive model parameters are therefore not free any
more and have a dire t physi al meaning oming
from the dependen e on mi ros opi parameters. The
parameters of the ee tive singlettriplet model were
obtained from both ab initio and model al ulations.
Model al ulations were performed in the framework
of the GTB method for insulating single-layer opper
oxide super ondu tor. The ab initio al ulations
for La2 CuO4 were done by the onventional LDA
TB-LMTO method. The agreement between the
parameters is remarkably good. The obtained parameters are also in good agreement with widely used
parameters of the tt0 t00 J model, although some
dieren e exists. This dieren e is attributed to the
negle t of triplet ex itations in the simple tt0 t00 J
model. After areful analysis, we proposed the set of
parameters for ee tive models (e.g., the tt0 t00 J
model or the ee tive singlettriplet model) for proper
quantitative des ription of physi s of hole-doped
high-T uprates.
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